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ABSTRACT
Network-aware research applications increasingly require
the capability to program network functions in order to satisfy
particular requirements, such as end-to-end visibility, etc. For
the successful verification of network-aware research
applications, the construction and operation of experimental
testbeds over international research and education (R&E)
networks is of strategic importance. Supporting experimental
testbeds over production international R&E networks exposes
the production environment to potential risks, and increased
complexity. To mitigate risks operating experimental testbeds,
the AmLight project implemented a validation process, then
developed and deployed the Testbed Sanitizer. Our experiences
and findings using both the validation process and the Testbed
Sanitizer and future work towards the support of experimental
testbeds in a production R&E environment are described.
I.
INTRODUCTION
When AmLight [1] deployed OpenFlow and became a
production Software Defined Network in mid-2014,
programmability emerged as a new service offered to the
academic community. For the first time, U.S. and Latin
American researchers could use AmLight’s infrastructure to
prototype their network-aware applications, using an approach
called slicing [2]. With dedicated network slices, network
testbeds are able to control how packets are forwarded on a
per-hop basis, and if desired, packets could be manipulated
along the forwarding path. Researchers now have the
possibility of implementing a testbed with real network
devices, including their limitations. Their applications can be
moved from a simulated environment to an at-scale
experimental environment, where they would face production
challenges, such as CPU, memory and bandwidth limitations.
Running experimental testbeds in a production network
environment involves risks and, complex operation and
troubleshooting processes. Even though AmLight is a
production R&E network infrastructure, network testbeds have
been widely supported, and researchers encouraged to use
AmLight for prototyping applications. Since 2014, more than
seven testbeds were created in parallel with production
applications. Each experimental testbed installed so far is
completely different from every other, not just in its usage and
purpose, but also in its requirements for deployment and
testing methodology. To lower the risks of unexpected
downtimes caused by experimental testbeds, a validation
process was incorporated to confirm that OpenFlow messages
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coming from testbeds would not adversely affect the stability
of AmLight network devices. As a complement to the
validation process, the Testbed Sanitizer was created by the
AmLight team to handle undetected anomalies using a
software layer that filters messages that are not supported by
the network devices.
Based on the experiences obtained from all hosted network
testbeds, this paper was written to share AmLight’s experience
in supporting production and experimental testbeds in a
production high-speed network infrastructure, that carries
academic and non-academic traffic. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section II describes how network
programmability and slicing were deployed at AmLight.
Section III discusses risks of supporting testbeds. The
validation process and the Testbed Sanitizer are described in
sections IV and V, respectively. Findings, Future work and
Conclusions are described in sections VI, VII and VIII,
respectively.
II. NETWORK PROGRAMMABILITY AND SLICING
Network programmability was deployed at the AmLight
network using Internet2’s Flow Space Firewall [3] - an
OpenFlow proxy that controls what OpenFlow controllers can
do on the OpenFlow switches. It makes possible a new service
called "network slicing” or just "slicing" with specific ports
and VLAN ranges. A network slice allows multiple tenants to
share the same physical infrastructure. A tenant can be a
customer requiring an isolated network slice or an
experimenter who wants to control and manage some specific
traffic from a subset of endpoints. With slices, a controller in
one slice cannot interfere with other slices; for example, it
cannot remove flow entries or overlap them.
III. RISKS INVOLVED IN SUPPORTING TESTBEDS
Risks result from code instability in the OpenFlow agents
deployed on the network devices, as well as the complexity of
testing all functions supported by OpenFlow controllers and
applications. Furthermore, code failures might crash not just
the OpenFlow agent, but the entire network device, causing
unexpected network outages that could potentially affect all
services. These crashes might be caused by malformed or
unsupported
OpenFlow
messages,
or
even
buffer/synchronization flaws embedded in the network device's
operating system code. AmLight network engineers have
observed network outages due to a wide range of reasons, but
mostly from software failures on network devices. Because of
potential risks, AmLight is more cautious about deploying new
applications and testbeds in the production environment.
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In most outage situations, troubleshooting proved to be
difficult, because of the complex architecture involved: the
SDN applications, the network slicer, and the network devices;
each could cause different kinds of problems. Not all of them
have good support for troubleshooting. In every situation,
event logs and packet inspection was used. Unfortunately,
some tools did not provide enough information, making it
impossible to reproduce an event, which forced AmLight to
create or customize tools to improve its troubleshooting
procedures.
IV. THE VALIDATION PROCESS
AmLight adapted the validation process in use at Internet2
[4], because of similarities in the network environment and
software. Internet2 was the first network to support SDN in a
production environment. The validation process is as follows:
(1) Researcher fills out a form, providing details about its
application; (2) Researcher demonstrates its application
working using AmLight Mininet topology; (3) AmLight tests
the code in its testing environment; (4) Once the application
passes the validation process, a production slice is created; (5)
The application is then moved to the production environment.
Once the application is running in the production slice,
both AmLight engineers and researchers manage it in a joint
effort. If the researcher needs to change the application adding features or fixing its behavior - the validation process
must start from the beginning. The validation process usually
consumes a few weeks, due to its complexity and the testing
of all requested code changes, in order for the application to
work properly.
V. THE TESTBED SANITIZER
To enhance AmLight SDN security, AmLight network
engineers developed the Testbed Sanitizer. This tool has two
main purposes: (a) filtering all undesired OpenFlow messages
per network device's line card and software version; and (b)
logging flows based on profiles, which could be defined per
match, action, switch and/or using multiple combinations.
The Testbed Sanitizer was presented at the GLIF Meeting
2015 and the Internet2 Technology Exchange 2015 [5]. Figure
1 shows the Testbed Sanitizer placed between the network
slicer and the SDN application/testbeds. With this solution,
AmLight engineers are able to better monitor, understand and
troubleshoot the SDN environment, improving network
resilience.
VI. FINDINGS
We observed that most of the availability threatening
issues were stateful, and not stateless. Stateful issues occur as
a result of multiple messages, or a sequence of messages; for
example, multiple OpenFlow StatReq messages in a short
interval, or a combination of some specific messages with
some CPU utilization in a very specific software version. As a
proof of concept, the Testbed Sanitizer proved to be an
interesting approach, but it would require significant
development effort to address all stateful issues. Our
experience made clear that AmLight should work even more
closely with the network device’s vendor to improve its
embedded OpenFlow agent, instead of creating our own
external security filters.

Figure 1 - Testbed Sanitizer implementation at AmLight

VII. FUTURE WORK
To improve security and ease the troubleshooting of its
multi-sliced environment, AmLight is working on two other
tools: an OpenFlow sniffer [6] with troubleshooting
extensions and a multi-slice SDN Traceroute. The sniffer will
be used to keep track of all OpenFlow messages and to help
vendors and researchers reproduce and improve their code; the
multi-slice SDN Traceroute is being developed to validate the
data plane and guarantee consistency between all SDN layers.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Hosting experimental and production testbeds in parallel
has proven to be complex. It requires a deep understanding of
how network devices and protocols work, in order to debug
issues, and to avoid impacts to network resilience.
Troubleshooting tools and OpenFlow agents still need to
evolve to protect against experimental applications
compromising overall availability of the production
environment. The validation process and the Testbed Sanitizer
have considerably improved the security and the efficiency of
testbed deployments at AmLight.
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